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About This Game

ReThink | Evolved 3 is a Puzzle Game in a futuristic setting, that features a variety of Puzzles that utilize Lasers and the
behavior of light and it's colors.

Use new gameplay mechanics to puzzle your way through the game's beautiful world.

Features:

40 completely new Puzzles

Enhanced Gameplay

Improved Performance

Improved Visuals

And more

Improvements and Additions over ReThink | Evolved 2:

Gameplay:
A completely new Feature, that has not been in any previous ReThink has been added to the game, which expands the
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games core gameplay.
Already existing Features have been improved, enhanced and reworked to improve the overall experience.
Some Cubes have been redesigned to add more variety to the Gameplay.

Improved Performance:
Performance has been improved by 45% on average, in comparison to ReThink | Evolved 2.

Improved Visuals:
The Visuals of the Game have been improved in many areas, new Assets have been added, and the overall appearance
has been adjusted based on Feedback. (less bright game)
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Title: ReThink | Evolved 3
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Yaeko
Publisher:
Yaeko
Franchise:
ReThink
Release Date: 13 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: AMD Phenom / Intel Pentium

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD R9 270X / nvidia GTX 950

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requirements for 1080p, may also run on slower hardware.

English
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rethink evolved 3 gameplay. rethink evolved 3

I paid quite a hefty price for this because it has the LIFE addon which adds moving vehicles and ships.
Couldn't care less about the area, not from USA.
I only owned ORBX scenery addons before this and to be honest the quality is so far below ORBX it hurts.
The ground textures are very bad, i fly heli a lot so low altitude quality matters.
I found all of the payware x-plane scenery to be heaps better, not to mention ORBX for FS2 is far far superior!. Super fun party
game! Played for hours with a few friends and it really hit that "Joust" funny bone!. Unlike problems with run it on modern
windows OS, it runs just fine on Ubuntu (under wine, of course).. More of what made the original Beat Hazard so great, my
only real complaint is that the track selector needs some refinment. Only being able to sort by artist or album is a bit of
disappointment, being able to navigate to the artist I want to play and then further refine it by having the albums listed before
their individual tracks.. Lovecraft meets "Oh God, what did I do last night?" ...which, come to think of is just Lovecraft. How
about Lovecraft meets the mysteries of the deep... wait, no that's just Lovecraft. I know: It's Lovecraft meets a day at the beach!

Or it's just fun and WHY CAN'T I RIDE THE JETSKI WITH MY TENTACLE?!?
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Renowned Explorers: More to Explore is a great DLC which adds new features, locations and hours and hours more
content making it an essential purchase for fans of the base game.

General Content
Renowned Explorers: More To Explore adds some extra features for those who want to even more content for the
original game. The DLC consists of two extra locations to explore where you\u2019ll find new events and treasures as
well as some awesome new mechanics such as the campfire.
The campfire is by far my favourite new feature of the game and for me not only does it add a lot of replayability, but
the backstories and campfire cards also give you more of a reason to play again. Once you\u2019ve visited a few
location on an island you\u2019ll be able to use the campfire (it can only be used once per island). When you use the
campfire you\u2019ll be able to select one from four random cards from your available cards. The remaining cards can
be kept for your next campfire stop or discarded if it\u2019s not something you want or need. Cards can range from
adding things like gold or research to giving your characters backstories or allowing them to interact with each other.
You can forge friendships or make enemies depending on which you select giving your crew a little more personality
than just their skills. After each run you\u2019ll receive new packs with new cards depending on how well you did on
that run and these cards will carry over to your next run.
Another huge feature is the ability to pick your rewards on occasion so instead of being stuck with gold when you are
doing a research run you have a little more chance of getting what you need. Some rewards even stack with your
explorers traits making runs a little more fruitful than they used to be. If you\u2019re not sure what to pick there's
also a handy little feature where one will be recommended for you though you\u2019re not forced to pick it.
The two new locations added the the game consist of the Andean Adventure and The Lost Island both of which are
unique in terms of rewards, treasures and events. Though I would have liked to see more locations the two new ones do
add more than enough and it\u2019s just my own personal love for the game making me want more.

Pros
--- New campfire feature adding some character dialogue between the group, friendships which group members and a
little backstory to them.
--- Two new locations to explore including new events and treasures.
--- Cards: Though this is linked to campfires the randomization this gives to the game adds even more replayability.
--- Choice in rewards now added.

Cons
--- None. Seriously, I can\u2019t think of anything that left me disappointed.

Summary
More To Explore is DLC that\u2019s well worth every penny. Instead of feeling like features were removed from the
original game to be sold later for an extra cost, RE: MTE adds great EXTRA content and makes me actually hope for
more future DLC. If you know me you know it\u2019s very hard to convince me to buy when it comes to spending more
money on a game i\u2019ve already purchased but this is well worth it and had renewed my passion for the game. I
grabbed the DLC at 20% off but even at full price it\u2019s a steal.. PROS:
- Good solid puzzles
- Nice music
- cute

CONS:
- could go deeper

SCORE:
  4 /5. I don't really consider myself a game critic or anything like that, but I have to say that I love this game. I used to
play it a lot when I was a kid. It's still really cool to me now. I'm so glad that this game was put onto Steam. This game
is old, but I love it to pieces.. Old game still has what you need in a Warhammer 40k RTS... can't scale to modern
resolutions but even in a window it's as good as I remember. "FOR THE EMPEROR!". This game is a one of a kind.
Programming bots to fight and winning fights with the AI you made is so satisfying. Its a battle of the smartest bots,
your programming a bot to make decisions with out you directly controlling them in a fight and its not the easiest when
you want to start teaching the bots to switch targets and switch tactics when the battle isn't going your way. I've never
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had any programming experience but the tutorial was easy to understand. If i can learn it then you can too, its a great
brain exercise.. I will never give up (If you know what I mean) no matter how many times i lose. Nice background
music btw.. This is one strange game, but entertaining in it's own way. I am 99% sure Gil is a serial killer in training
lol. Interested to see where the developers go from here with the story. With the game being so short and in its early
stages, I'd argue bumping the price down (maybe even free to play), but not the biggest deal. I've included a video of
the playthrough below if the devs are interested in seeing some reaction. Keep up the good work!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bRk5fbv5WSo

. This is a must have for fans or adventure gamers, or history buffs. Set onboard the Orient Express just before the outbreak of
WWI. you are drawn into a mystery like no other. The game's graphics are beautiful to llok at and the sounds are great too. An
international cast voices the various passengers and crew of the train and look lifelike as they go about their enviroments. I
found the story very interestiong and enjoyed the setting. And it all plays out in real time.
If yoiu make a mistake you can rewind the clock to give it another try.

The Gold Edition is adapted from the Android version and adds a hint system, and revised menus and a helpful map of the train.
As you meet the charactors, you can read a shory bio of them in the menu.

The price is just right too! 5 stars!. Beautifully done

Launch, Sale, Day-One-Patch, Bundles:
Hello,

the game is live now, and there will be a Day-One-Patch later today that will fix some minor things and add some more
Decorative things in some areas of the game. (Due to very unexpected issues i did not manage these things in time, but i
also did not want to move the release because of such small things, since People have been waiting.)

That aside, the game has undergone dozens of Hours of testing by multiple people, it should be fine.

In case you still find bugs, please report them so that i can fix them as fast as possible.

Sale:. [Update 1-5] Zoom-Function, Fixes:
Hello,

i just wanted to give a short TL:DR about the content of the last 5 Patches:

- A variety of Bugfixes for smaller issues
- Added a Zoom-Function on player-request.*
- Added a "Delete" Button to player-made savegames
- The game now saves automatically when you close it

*If you already played the game you need to manually set the key to use it (Default: Left Alt), for everyone else it will
be set to default on first launch of the game.

Thats all for now, Thanks.
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